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Chapter J61: Nattu vj. lackal 

Remarks 
The top pinup model for Weekly Sorcerer. 

Seven years ago, she and Mirajane were 

rivals for the top model spot, and now they 

are both good friends and good rivals. Her 

magic is Machina Soul, which allows her to 

transform into an outfit armed with heavy 

weaponry. Whenever she touches a machine, 

she can make its power her own. 

She lost a bet with Mira during the Grand 

Magic Games and had to pose nude for 

Weekly Sorcerer Magazine, but when the 

time came, she wasn’t as embarrassed about 

it as everyone thought she would be. 





I'm 
Natsu 
//// 





That don't 
bother me 
anymore/ 

What's 
with this 
guy...? 









Poes he 
want to 
destroy 

the whole 
town?/// 









► K 

* 

He's not the 
only one doing 
a number on 

the town. 







The whole 
town is v What 
going can we 
to... 





Dam- 
mmimfit 

llll 

We aren't 
gonna let 
a creep 
Ike you 
get the 
best of 
us/// 





Chapter 363: Itorie* Chat Demons Read 

He used to be the Captain of the Royal Guard 
of the Kingdom of Extalia, the land of the 
Exceed (cats). Even after he arrived in this 
world, he remained captain of the guard for 
the group of Exceed, but when he learned 
how many beings out there were stronger 
than he was, he stepped down from the 
position. After that, he met Ichiya, and he 
left the Exceed’s group to take a place with 
Blue Pegasus. 
Before his appearance at the Grand Magic 
Games, he, Ichiya, and Master Bob were the 
only ones who knew he had joined. 
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I simply 
aided him 
in his trip 

to the 
underworld. 



Huh?/ 
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Did you 
manage 

to get any 
Information 

from 
Michello? 



I imagine their 
weapons are used 

to keep order in the 
magic world. I have my J 
own opinions on that, / 
but continue with what/ 

you were saying. 

fl weapon? 
What's the 

Magic Council 
doing with 
a thing like 

that? 
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I know you 
were swom 

' secrecy/// But 
.4, we're in a crisis 

'"-4 here/// 

What kind 
of weapon is 

Face?/ 



A weapon 
that can 

eliminate all 
the magic on 

the continent. 



FI world where all of the 
wizards are stripped 
of their magic, barely 
clinging to life, while 

Tartaros can use their 
powers with impunity... 

Vfe'll smash 
it to pieces 
before they 
can set K 
mu 



So the former We Have to find 
1 chairman knows those three 

who those and protect 
former Council them// There's 

1 members are?/ no time to 

IF THEd mnilHGE TD DPP 
THOSE THREE CDLHICIL 

ITISmBERS, PACE HULL FHLL 
RIGHT IflTD THEIR HHnDS, 

old mnnii 



-V- 
And we've also it's all right// 
managed to We've found the 

get some other locations of 
guilds to provide sixteen more ex¬ 

bodyguards/ members// 



The two 
most reliable 
members we 

have/// /' 



(hapi«r 364: 
Tartaros Arc, Part 1: Immorality And Sinners 

43 



trza... 
they're probably 
targeting Jellal 

too. 
Are you sure 

you want to be 
on this detail, 

protecting 
the former 
chairman? 
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'I'rrvv. 
ErzaU! f ~ 

See?!!!" ' 

Will the m 
- defendants 
Erza ^Scarlet} 

fthefstand 

perpetrator^\ 

, yz warriorJn ** 
mfarmorz!" 

*T-Takes 
$ them | 
; btfto I , 
I to toep 
: lockup!". 

I'M-My 
/.humblest 

^apologies... 
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I never 
imagined 
you could 

possess such 
negotiating 

skill. 
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The former 
chairman 
should be 

considered a 
high-priority 

target. 

However, those 
soldiers were 
far too easily 
beaten. They 

appeared to be 
no more powerful 

than ordinary 
soldiers. 
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Nobody... not even the 
present Magic Council, 

knows where the old 
members live/ find about 

Face too/ 
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A dragon's 
nose ain't 
nothin'to 
scoff at!!! 







Welcome to 
Tartaros. 



You have fallen 
into his trap, and 
now you are our 

prisoner. 
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Don't 
do it 
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O Angels// 
I command 

you to devour 
Jellal/// 
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FranmaltM, 
you said 
nobody... 



##### 











You might 
deprive this one 
of some much 

anticipated 
enjoyment. 

114 





you 
talk too 

much 
//// 
••ft 
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The price 
is 1,000 
souls'"' 

His body 
stretches 



Contact. 



What 
are you 
doing to 

Happy?/// 
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Chapter J6f: lellal v$. Oration Seif 

While out traveling, she met Kagura, and 

was immediately charmed by her. After that, 

she entered Mermaid Heel and improved her 

skills. Knowing she and Erza would finally 

be reunited at the Grand Magic Games, 

Millianna wore a hood so she could surprise 

her. 

She is still in contact with Sho and Wally 

while the two are happily traveling the 

world. Her favorite saying is, “Are you all 

pumped up?” 
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\ ^ ^ ~7~~ 
y j0jjss0jL—it ( We were 

There, we Vjgi | / \ // hM —4 torn away 
were nothing ]§§f a3 LjULA-4^M / from our 
but pawns, W/ A 1 / ...andwe families 

used to bind Jr / j§ ^V cursed 
Zero. //HP^ \ the k_^ 

/ ^Jd7K\ 1 \ world. / 
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"Vo not 
speak that 

tainted 
and. name. 

I can't 
believe it... 
The former 
chairman 

threw in with 
Tartaros...?/ 

How could 
Erza and 
Mira get 

captured...?/ 

Damn it 





"O' oo 





A wizard who can control threads at will. 
She wears a design that looks like a spider’s 
web, but actually she hates spiders. She 
has a bright personality that’s made her 
particularly popular in Mermaid Heel. 
A long time ago, she was studying the 
making of oden, and was trying to come 
up with original oden dishes. One of her 
creations, “Natto Oden,” a mixture of oden 
and natto fermented beans, was particularly 
unpopular. 
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Chapter $69: Where Prayer* Co 

Remark* 
A plus-size young woman. The rest of her 

guild sees her as a maternal figure because 

of her outward appearance and calm 

demeanor. Outside the guild too, some think 

she's the motherly type, but she's unmarried 

and has no children. 

With her Gravity Change magic, she can turn 

herself into a slim girl with the proportions 

of a model, but she likes her plump body 

as it is. 
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I’m not 
going to 
do that. 
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Afterword 
This time, because of the limitations of the number of pages 

allowed in the book, there are hardly any bonus pages. I’m 
sorry! Over and above that, I’m far more busy than I would 

have believed! Even apart from drawing a weekly manga, 
I’ve got to solve problem after problem... Hyaaahh!! But on 

a personal note, I’m really into the Tartaros Arc this time, 
and I’m getting all sorts of ideas piling on top of each other. 

There are some real surprising plot twists coming up, so be 

sure to look for them! 

Now I think I’ve written about this somewhere before, but 

I’m not doing any of the drawing for the anime. There are a 

lot of animators putting in tons of hours and sweat to make 

it, and I really respect the work they’re doing. They’re taking 

pictures I only drew once and making them move, drawing 

picture after picture, and adding color until you get the feel¬ 

ing that the characters are alive! It’s really incredible! 
For that reason, instead of sending your impressions of the 

anime to the Magazine editorial department or through Twit¬ 
ter to myself, if you could send those impressions directly 

to the anime studio, I think that will help to cheer up and 

inspire all the the guys doing so much work! Please consider 
that, okay? 





FROM HIRO nH8HInfi 

I went to the Fairy Tail event called 

the Dragon King Festival 2014. I'm 

really not good at standing in front 

of crowds, but since the anime was 

starting up again after a year, I took 

part in the event. Since I was able to 

talk to the fans directly, I thought 

the event was incredibly fun! I hope 

there's a Dragon King Festival 2015! 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 

of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 

tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 38, Magical Pulse Bomb 
This is probably based on the Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) that is said to occur when 

a nuclear device is activated. These have been later developed into “pulse weapons" 

that may use nuclear or non-nuclear methods of generating the pulse. Although a 

real pulse may cause damage aside from shutting down electronic devices (and in 

reality, not necessarily all electronic devices are affected), in fiction the pulse simply 

shuts down all electric and electronic devices for a period of time (for example, as 

used in the movie Oceans Eleven) causing no other damage. 

Page 77, New Years 
There are several common trappings of Japanese New Year's celebrations on this 

page. The three bamboo stalks with a garland of pine is usually a decoration placed 

outside one's front door, but at times it is placed as an interior decoration. Similarly, 

the gift tray to the left of the bamboo decoration has a traditional set of three mochi 

(rice paste) cakes topped by a mandarin orange. The mochi decoration is place just in¬ 

side the entrance. The folding screen and tatami mats (rush mats) are not especially 

decorative, but rather found in most traditional Japanese homes. Natsu, Master Ma¬ 

karov, Happy, Mirajane, Wendy, and Lucy are all wearing traditional Japanese clothes 

commonly worn on a first visit to a temple or shrine during New Year's (although 

normal clothes are perfectly acceptable). 



Page 151, Oden 
An inexpensive stew, subtly flavored. It can feature fish, tofu, squid, octopus, mochi 

(rice paste), seaweed, chicken, dumplings, eggs, radishes, potatoes, and other meats, 

vegetables, and concoctions. Although it is a stew, the elements (meat and veggies) are 

usually skewered on kabob like sticks for easy access. Oden is served in restaurants, 

but more commonly in convenience stores and sidewalk stalls. 

Page 151, Natto 
As mentioned in the notes for Volume 8, natto is a strong-smelling fermented soybean 

dish in which beans are connected by a viscous, stringy fluid. The dish is very nutritious, 

and it contains nattokinase, a fibrinolytic enzyme which is said to prevent clotting 

in the arteries. Still, natto has a reputation for being loved by Japanese and hated by 

foreigners (although there are foreign natto lovers and Japanese detractors). 



Preview of Fairy Tail, volume 44 

Were pleased to presentyou with a preview from Fairy Tail, 

volume 44, now available digitally from Kodansha Comics. 

Check our Web site (www.kodanshacomics.com) for details! 







Hey, the 
shaking 

has 
stopped/ 
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Fairy Tail volume 43 is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents 
are the products of the author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is entirely 
coincidental. 

A Kodansha Comics Trade Paperback Original. 

Fairy Tail volume 43 copyright © 2014 Hiro Mashima 
English translation copyright © 2014 Hiro Mashima 

All rights reserved. 

Published in the United States by Kodansha Comics, an imprint of Kodansha 
USA Publishing, LLC, New York. 

Publication rights for this English edition arranged through Kodansha Ltd., 
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Translation: William Flanagan 
Lettering: AndWorld Design 
Editing: Ben Applegate 
Kodansha Comics edition cover design by Phil Balsman 



TOMARE! 
i V 

▼ 
You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


